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What problem does the Hub address: 
 Integrating European Data Infrastructures, 

 leveraging access to GIS technology

What is the Hub, why is it needed and how is 
 it different

What will the Hub do, features, services

How to learn more, contribute (or merely 
 lurch in the shadows) as we proceed

Overview

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Good afternoon

I am going to briefly introduce the core technology platform that will result from the GeoSmartCity project so that you may better understand what purpose it serves in the domain of local energy plans – or indeed any domain.
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The challenge of European Data Infrastructures

CS‐W, WMS, 

 WFS, INSPIRE 

 data models

 

CS‐W, WMS, 

 WFS, INSPIRE 

 data models

Linked Data, 

 RDF, CSV(!)

 

Linked Data, 

 RDF, CSV(!)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
European Data Infrastructures are good initiatives, they are important and they hold great promise for the future.

At present, however, it some times seem there are more data infrastructures than there are actual data.

I show here two examples, the INSPIRE and the PSI infrastructues, which, although nested within each other constitute two different approaches.

The challenge lies in the fact that European Data infrastructures are conceived in rooms like these by people like us.

People who are comfortably lodged in projects or (comparatively) well-funded national entities where it is warm, comfortable and plenty of food.

From up here it looks nice that data can be accumulated through gradually narrowing hierarchies of entities until they finally arrive in a beautiful pan-European repository.

The people who are responsible for populating the myriad of thematic data models however, they sit in local and regional entities and may often find themselves in the role of being data provider for more than one data infrastructure.

Thus, the amount of data work required increases as we move down the hirarchy whereas the amount of funding, albeit tight at times, increases as we move up the hierarchy.

Finally, each data infrastructure provides its own technology stack requiring data providers to have knowledge about all of them. Something which is at odds with the available resources.

This is why we originally conceived the Hub.
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Feature rich


 
«All the»

 
geospatial FLOSS 

 components


 

Supports mulitple data 
 infrastructures

Robust


 
Solid integration

The Hub: a manageable
 

geospatial platform

Scalable


 
Can be extended to support 

 larger volumes

Manageable


 
Easy to update, maintain, 

 separation of applications from 
 data

FLOSS

Useful  (rather than Exciting?)

Relatore
Note di presentazione
I work as a consultant and I do projects for governments around Norway, Europe and the Middle East.

I am a fan of Open Source and I often find myself using OS software in my projects. The major rationale for recommending my Clients to use Open Source is however not cost savings or my enthusiasm. It is the high availability, the strong performance and the early availability of innovative features.

Yet, these things come at a cost. To get all what you want you need to combine many components and that quickly becomes an issue of manageability.

The Hub therefore seeks to implement a platform that is simultaneously feature rich, robust, scalable, manageable and in its entirety built on FLOSS software.



6Why it is needed
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A geospatial FLOSS platform to   
effortlessly deploy, trust and   

build on

In short:

Relatore
Note di presentazione
So, this is what we want.

Now, how to get it.

We have started off by analysing and describing what features the Hub needs to provide to be useful.



8Virtual, physical data layer

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The Hub is designed with a both virtual and physical data sources in mind and will support remote service end-points as well as local databases and file-based data.

Support is included not only for spatial data but also for documents, non-spatial tables, custom hierarchical data formats, RDF graphs etc.

It may be worth mentioning is that an event handler engine is registerred on top of the data permitting end-used applications to subscribe to data events.

It may also be worth mentioning that all data will be indexed and searchable through an inverted index: documents, spatial data, table data, metadata.



9Registry & Services

Relatore
Note di presentazione
At the heart of the Hub sits an application data model called the registry. This is less exciting and much smaller than it looks and sounds but is essentially metadata about services and datasets – permitting the technology components to determine which data can be used with what service.

The Hub will re-use existing components such as GeoServer and PostgreSQL. Each of these comes with their own APIs.

The Hub will «complete» these APIs by adding a number of Web Service methods on top of them that chains calls to the underlying APIs of the individual components in the Hub to do composite analysis and processing jobs that require more than one component.

API Web Services include capabilities for reading/writing CCGI

Routing services on top of own data

Analysis algorithms that work towards well known underlying data models, e.g. local energy plans.



10Registry & Data Administration

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The registry will also include data management and administration functions.

Upload, connect data sources

Assign and maintain PURIs for datasets, table rows or spatial features

Determine who has access to what

Determine how data sources will be indexed

Assign metadata

It is the intention that these metadata will be integrated with CKAN



11API, JS library & End‐User Apps

Relatore
Note di presentazione
A robust and manageable platform still leaves us one step short of end-user applications which is the ultimate goal of the application.

To foster rapid application development, the GSC is fitted with a client-side JavaScript library that will make it easy to add geospatial functionality to existing HTML5/JavaScript applications.
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Yet another platform  
to bind them all?

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Our experience is that we seldom come to an empty house with geospatial solutions.
�There is always something there already that needs to be taken into consideration – or that can be built upon.

By deploying the platform both as pre-built virtual machines and via distributed application platforms like Docker, it is easy to power up the Hub in any existing environment.

Data and server components are kept strictly separated and the process of upgrading and maintaining the Hub as simple as replacing the existing components with a newer release.

The platform may be deployed to existing servers – or as virtual machines in any data centre including Amazon WS etc.
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